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What will talk about 
today

• Why should I publish?

• Where to publish?
• Should I choose an open 

access journal?
• How do I recognize a 

predatory publisher?



The academic workload

Academic staff in the grades of Lecturer, Senior Lecturer, 
Associate Professor and Professor are employed to: 

• (i) engage in research and publication within the field of 
their appointment; 

• (ii) conduct research-informed teaching in accordance with 
their share of the department, school or centre’s teaching 
programme; 

• (iii) engage in service to the department, faculty, University, 
discipline and/or community which is related to the 
employee’s employment.



So why do it?

1. Shows others in the field – outside of our immediate colleagues – what we’re doing

2. It adds our work to the record of research in our field

3. Expands our professional network

4. Helps others to learn and adds to the knowledge in our subject

5. The peer review process helps improve both that individual article and our writing in 
general.



Another advantage – peer review

• Aim high and look at the comments
• Use them to rework your article
• If get a bad review – give yourself time to mull it over



So why do it?

1. Shows others in the field – outside of our immediate colleagues – what we’re doing

2. It adds our work to the record of research in our field

3. Expands our professional network

4. Helps others to learn and adds to the knowledge in our subject

5. The peer review process helps improve both that individual article and our writing in 
general.

6. Publishing in the right journals can be essential to advancing our career.



Career advancement

• The Performance-Based Research 
Fund (PBRF)
• Money allocated on the number and 

quality of scholarly, peer-reviewed 
outputs

• Because of COVID we have an 
extra year
• Includes research publications from 

January 2018 to December 2024

• AUT mock 
• First draft at the end of May



Most common 
reasons

1. the professional drive to 
communicate one’s research 

2. the desire to contribute to our 
field and move knowledge on



Which journal?

• Well respected, and read by scholars in our field
• Online first rather than print only
• Open access – more widely read but …



Journal rank and 
impact factor

• Journals vary in rank

• Journals vary in the impact they 
have on the research community

• These measures are controversial 
and different 

Journal citation report

https://jcr-clarivate-com.ezproxy.aut.ac.nz/JCRLandingPageAction.action?Init=Yes&SrcApp=IC2LS&SID=H3-bp84akke3U8Nnx2BpOVT2VPw6NgLVDXg1n-18x2dVrCtx2FvWMWmbsoix2BefrHXeAx3Dx3DBJapYQDnumLQXakd9XSlaAx3Dx3D-WwpRYkX4Gz8e7T4uNl5SUQx3Dx3D-wBEj1mx2B0mykql8H4kstFLwx3Dx3D


Scimago
Journal and 
Country Rank

Journal Ranking List

http://www.scimagojr.com/journalrank.php?category=3315


Google 
Scholar

Metrics

https://scholar.google.com/citations?view_op=top_venues&hl=en&vq=hum_communication


Other ways to assess 
the quality of a journal 

By asking the following questions:

• Is the journal associated with a major research institution 
or professional body?

• Are editorial board members significant figures within the 
research community?

• Are the standards for manuscript acceptance high?

• Is the refereeing system robust?

• Are articles in the journal cited frequently and/or by well-
regarded academics?

• Are they archived by a reputable platform such as JSTOR and do 
they give articles a DOI or ISSN number?

AUT library advice

https://aut.ac.nz.libguides.com/c.php?g=205074&p=6106233


Open Access or 
traditional?

• Visibility

• Cost

• Prestige
•

• Speed

DOAJ ROAD BASE OAJE

https://doaj.org/
https://www.issn.org/the-issn-international-is-pleased-to-introduce-road/
https://www.base-search.net/about/en
https://www.enago.com/academy/journal-finder/


Predatory journals

These journals (predatory or pseudo-journals) accept and publish almost all 
submissions and charge article processing (or publication) fees, often informing 
authors about this after a paper’s acceptance for publication. They often claim to 
perform peer review but do not and may purposefully use names similar to well 
established journals.

International Committee of Medical Journal Editors 

• Useful advice

https://journalreviews.princeton.edu/ranking-peer-reviewed-journals/


Predatory Journals • https://predatoryjournals.com/journals/

https://predatoryjournals.com/journals/


Summary

• We tend to publish because we 
wish to communicate our research 
and contribute to the field

• It’s important to look for journals of 
higher rank and impact factors

• They can be OA or traditional 
publisher

• We should avoid predatory 
publishers


